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This symposium concentrates on reference to objects, space, time, and location, as well as the role that prosody and gesture play in referential work in oral discourse. Contributions from different language families allow for cross-linguistic comparisons identifying universal principles of reference but also cultural variability. The symposium will include invited speakers whose research has engaged some aspects of reference in conversation in Farsi, French, Fulfulde, German, Japanese, Korean, and Transylvanian German. The main goal of this symposium is to provide a forum for the contributors to share their recent findings in their respective languages and to engage in a discussion about interdisciplinary questions of language use and cultural variability of human sociality.

Some of the research questions to be addressed at the symposium are:

- Are references to objects, time, and location constructed differently in interaction than person reference? How?
- Which role do prosody and gesture have in referential work?
- Which features of referencing are universal, which are variable across languages or language families?
- What can we say about the cultural organization of the reference system?
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